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Abstract We investigate the extraordinary optical transmis-
sion (EOT) properties of nanohole arrays with a rectangular
lattice for label-free refractive index sensing applications. We
show that the deviation within the periodicities along the two
axes at the nanohole plane leads to more advantageous spec-
tral quality of EOT signal compared to the conventional
square lattice geometries. We introduce a way to further im-
prove the sensitivity of the aperture system by carefully choos-
ing the periodicities. We introduce nanohole arrays with a
rectangular lattice supporting EOT signals with larger figure-
of-merit values as well as enabling much stronger light trans-
mission.We alsomodel a nanohole system covered with a thin
dielectric layer, mimicking biomolecules captured on the gold
surface, in order to show its biosensing capability. We also
show that certain deviation amounts between periodicities cre-
ate spectral splitting within the EOT signal leading to larger
spectral shifts in the presence of a thin dielectric film.
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Introduction

Extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) through subwave-
length nanohole arrays perforated through thin metallic films
[1–4] took significant attention due to their tremendous optical
properties advantageous for label-free biosensing [5–9]. The
diffraction properties of nanoholes allow excitation of surface
plasmons (SPs), which leads to strong light transmission
through the conversion of surface waves to light radiation at
the nanohole exit, observed as peaks within the transmission
spectra [1, 2]. As SPs are trapped at the metal surface, i.e.,
propagating SP or surface plasmon polariton (SPP), as well as
localized at metallic features, i.e., localized SP (LSP), they are
very sensitive to change in the local refractive index. Hence,
the variations within the refractive index in the vicinity can be
used for real-time monitoring of binding events of biomole-
cules [10–12]. Consequently, different particle- or aperture-
based plasmonic platforms have been introduced for biosens-
ing applications [5–9, 13–19]. In particular, periodic nanohole
arrays appeal many researchers as they can combine the
strength of localized and propagating surface plasmons.

For the biodetection configurations utilizing nanohole ar-
rays, sensitivity depends on the hole diameter, array periodic-
ity, and metal properties. Conventional nanohole systems uti-
lize a square lattice geometry [5, 6, 12], where the periodicity
along the two axes at the plane of apertures is symmetric.
Recently, nanohole arrays with hexagonal lattice have been
shown, which could further improve the sensing performance
[20–22]. Utilizing a rectangular lattice geometry on the other
hand, where the periods along the x- and y-axes are distinct
and thus the lattice exhibits polarization-dependent properties,
could add another mechanism to adjust the sensitivity charac-
ter of the nanohole system [23].

In this paper, we investigate the optical and sensing properties
of nanohole arrays with a rectangular lattice geometry. Contrary
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to the technique based on the balanced intensity detection be-
tween two orthogonal polarizations of input beam [23], we rely
on a more common approach where the incident light is linearly
polarized in direction of one lattice vector. We show that the
deviation from the square lattice could lead spectral Bsplitting^
of EOT resonances, where the strength of splitting could be
adjusted by changing the periodicity along one direction. We
investigate the sensing properties of nanohole systems, where
the apertures are embedded in a bulk solution as well as covered
with a thin dielectric layer, mimicking biomolecules captured on
the sensing surface. We demonstrate that the spectral splitting in
the rectangular lattice could lead to much larger spectral shifts
compared to the square lattice geometry.

Structure and Methods

Figure 1a shows the schematic illustration of the nanohole
array with a rectangular lattice. Here, ax and ay are the periods

along the x- and y-axes. Subwavelength holes are realized
through a three-layered structure consisting of gold (Au), tita-
nium (Ti), and silicon nitride (SiN). This configuration is sim-
ilar to the previously demonstrated nanohole systems [6, 24].
The spectral position of EOT resonances can be estimated by
considering the excitation of SPPs (or SPP-like modes in the
case of a dielectric film on a gold surface) at normal incidence
via grating coupling. EOT signals excited through different
grating orders, labeled with (m, n) along the x- and y-direc-
tions, are approximately located at wavelengths [23]

λres ¼ m2

a2x
þ n2

a2y

 !−1=2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
εm þ n2d
εmn2d

s
ð1Þ

where ax and ay are the periodicities along the x- and y-
directions, εm is the permittivity of the metal, and nd is the
refractive index of the surrounding medium. For normally
incident light source polarized along the x-direction, (0, n)
modes are subradiant as they are weakly coupled to continu-
um, whereas (m, 0) modes are superradiant [6]. In our analy-
ses, we focus on the mode where m = 1 and n = 0, i.e.,
Au/Medium(1,0), as it is the most sensitive transmission res-
onance [12]. In this formulation, Medium refers to the medi-
um in the vicinity of the aperture, overlapping with the eva-
nescent tails of the SP waves. We calculate the transmission
response of the nanohole arrays with rigorous finite difference
time domain (FDTD) simulations. In simulations, the mesh
size is chosen as 5 nm along all directions. The dielectric
functions of gold and titanium are taken from [25], and the
refractive index of silicon nitride is set to 2.16.

In order to show the typical behavior of Au/Medium(1,0)
mode, we first consider nanoholes arranged in a square lattice
formatwith periods ax = ay = 540 nm. Figure 1b shows the trans-
mission spectra of the bare nanohole system (black line,
Medium = air), the one after the addition of a dielectric filmwith
refractive index, n = 1.6, only covering the gold surface which
mimics an analyte captured on the Au surface (red line, Medium
= the medium consisting of the dielectric film and air), and after
immersing the whole nanohole system into a bulk medium with
refractive index, nd = 1.33 (green line,Medium= bulkmedium).
Initially, the EOTsignal spectrally locates at 629.8 nm and shifts
to 647.9 and 793.2 nm after the addition of dielectric layer and
bulk medium due to the increase in local refractive index.

Results and Discussion

In this section, we investigate the effect of periods ax and ay on
the optical response of the nanohole array with a rectangular
lattice. For an incident light, polarized along the x-direction,
the spectral position of Au/Medium(1,0) mode is mainly de-
termined by ax, which can be inferred from Eq. (1) for n = 0.

Fig. 1 a Top view and cross section of the nanohole arraywith a rectangular
lattice. The cross-sectional profile shows the dielectric film only covering the
gold surface, whichmimics an analyte captured on theAu surface. The array
has periods ax and ay along the x- and y-directions. b Transmission (T)
(normalized to the maximum value, Tmax) vs. wavelength (λ) for the bare
nanohole system (black line) and for systems after the addition of a 10-nm-
thick dielectric film (red line) and bulk medium (green line). The device
parameters are as follows: hole radius = 100 nm, array periodicity,
ax = ay= 540 nm, and thicknesses of Au, Ti, and SiN layers of 120, 5, and
70 nm, respectively. The refractive indices of the dielectric film and the bulk
medium are 1.6 and 1.33, respectively
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Consequently, a rectangular lattice with periods ax and ay is
expected to exhibit similar spectral properties to a square lat-
tice with period ax. However, as we will show in the next
section, by defining a deviation from the square lattice, both
linewidth and spectral position of Au/Medium(1,0) mode
could be fine-tuned. Here, we define a new parameter,
δ = ay − ax, which determines the deviation from the square
lattice. In consecutive steps, we investigate the effect of δ on
the optical and sensing performances of (i) the bare nanohole
system, (ii) the system embedded in bulkmedium, and (iii) the
system covered with a dielectric film.

Bare Nanohole Array

Figure 2a, b shows the transmission spectra of the bare
nanohole array for different δ values, where the period along
the x-axis is kept constant at ax = 540 nm. When δ increases

from negative to positive values, the peak transmission signif-
icantly drops and the resonance wavelength, initially located at
λ1res ≈ 625 nm for δ = −90 nm, gradually moves towards longer
wavelengths (in Fig. 2a, the trend is marked with an arrow).
Approximately for δ >10 nm, we observe another transmission
peak at smaller wavelengths, λ2res < λ1res, e.g., λ2res ≈ 610 nm
for δ = 20 nm. Further increasing δ significantly enhances the
transmission at λ2res and shifts it towards longer wavelengths
(in Fig. 2b, the trend is marked with an arrow). Finally, for
δ >50 nm, the peak at λ1res disappears and we only observe a
single peak at λ2res. For any δ, the peak at λ2res is always shifted
to shorter wavelengths with respect to the position of the initial
peak, λ1res (e.g., λ2res ≈ 618 nm for δ = 90 nm in Fig. 2b, while
λ1res ≈ 625 nm for δ = −90 nm in Fig. 2a).

The overall behavior is summarized in Fig. 2c–e, showing
transmission as a function of wavelength and period, ax for
δ = 0, 40, and 70 nm. The resonance wavelength is mainly

Fig. 2 Optical characteristics of
the bare nanohole array. a, b
Transmission spectra (T) for
different δ values, where the
periodicity along the x-direction
ax = 540 nm. In the figures, the
arrows indicate the trend within
the peak transmission of the
corresponding resonances at λ1res
and λ2res with δ. c–e Color maps
showing the transmission as a
function of wavelength (λ) and
period ax for different δ values.
The white dashed lines indicate
the resonance position of the EOT
signal calculated by Eq. (1). f
Resonance wavelength (λres) as a
function of ax and δ
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determined by ax and exhibits the trend predicted by Eq. (1) as
depicted with a white dashed line in Fig. 2c–e. For square
lattice δ = 0 (Fig. 2c) and for rectangular lattices with negative
δ values, we observe only a single EOT peak (color maps for δ
<0 look similar with the square lattice in Fig. 2c; therefore,
they are not presented). For 0 < δ < 50 nm, the EOT resonance
becomes broader and Bsplits^ into two distinct transmission
resonances where such splitting is clearly seen in, e.g., Fig. 2d,
where δ = 40 nm and ax ≈ 450 nm.When δ is further increased,
for δ > 50 nm, the splitting disappears and the transmission
spectra exhibit a single resonance (Fig. 2e). Figure 2a–e also
demonstrates that deviating from the square symmetry, i.e.,
increasing |δ| from zero, can significantly enhance peak trans-
mission amplitude and could provide resonances with
narrower linewidth. Figure 2e indicates that large positive δ
values can excite well-isolated EOT peaks, which would not
spectrally overlap with other SP modes.

Figure 2f shows the effect of ax and δ on the EOT reso-
nance wavelength (λres). For regions that exhibit the splitting,
i.e., when both peaks at λ1res and λ2res are present, we choose
the one with higher transmission. The discontinuity within the
color map indicates the parameters ax and δ for which the
peaks have the same transmission. Figure 2f also shows that
the distance between the peaks (Bsplitting strength^) at the
discontinuity, λ1res–λ2res, decreases with ax and eventually
disappears. Consequently, no splitting phenomenon is ob-
served for sufficiently high ax or λres.

Bulk Sensor

In this section, we investigate the effect of δ on the sensitivity
performance of the nanohole arrays embedded in a bulk me-
dium with a refractive index nd. The sensing capability of the
apertures is determined by two parameters [8]: (i) bulk sen-
sitivity, defined as the rate at which the resonance wavelength
of the EOT resonance (λres) shifts with respect to the change
in the refractive index of the bulk medium (Δnd), S =Δλres /
Δnd, and (ii) figure of merit (FOM) defined as the ratio
between sensitivity and the EOT linewidth (FWHM),
FOM= S / FWHM, which is an asset to consider the spectral
properties of such system in addition to its sensing capability.

Figure 3 presents the dependence of S, FWHM, and FOM
on δ at ax = 500 nm. For the system immersed in water
(nd = 1.33), the corresponding EOT peak is located at
λres ≈ 750 nm and the resonance splitting is no longer observed
(transmission spectra are not shown here). As shown in the
previous section, the effect of δ on optical sensing properties
weakens with ax; therefore, for the analysis in this section, we
choose a relatively small value of ax, e.g., ax = 500 nm.

Deviating from the square lattice, i.e., by increasing |δ|,
decreases the sensitivity (Fig. 3a) as well as narrows the
EOT linewidth (Fig. 3b). The sensor performance determined
by FOM could be easily seen by concurrently considering

sensitivity and linewidth. For instance, using a rectangular
lattice with negative δ could significantly increase FOM com-
pared to the corresponding square lattice (Fig. 3c). Moreover,
such a lattice geometry offers larger transmission (data not
shown here), which could be highly advantageous for
biodetection platforms utilizing imaging-based devices.

Surface Sensor

In Fig. 4, we investigate the effect of ax and δ on the perfor-
mance of the surface sensor. Figure 4a shows the change in the
EOT resonance wavelength (Δλres) due to the addition of a
10-nm dielectric layer on the Au surface. The most prominent
feature is the presence of two discontinuities. The discontinu-
ity located at lower δ corresponds to the resonance splitting for

Fig. 3 a Sensitivity (S), b FWHM, and c FOM of the bulk sensor vs. δ at
ax = 500 nm, where the aperture system is embedded in the media with
nd = 1.33
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the bare system observed in Fig. 2f, while the one at larger δ is
given by the splitting for the system with the dielectric film.
Between these two limits, there is a region of (ax, δ) pairs
providing the largest spectral shift, which is due to the spectral
splitting. In biodetection platforms, the presence of the bio-
molecules is determined by monitoring the change in the res-
onance wavelength of the mode of interest, i.e., the one with
the highest transmission. Therefore, for our rectangular aper-
ture system within this region, the spectral shift due to the
dielectric film is much larger compared to a system with a
single EOT resonance since in the presence of the resonance
splitting, the resonance with the highest transmission is ob-
served at shorter wavelengths (λ2res),while after the addition
of the dielectric film, the resonance with the highest transmis-
sion is observed now at longer wavelengths (λ1res). Therefore,
the total shift within the EOT resonance is further increased.
On the other hand, the resonance splitting widens the
linewidth, which could lower the Δλres/FWHM ratio as
shown in Fig. 4b. Considering both refractive index sensitivity
and linewidth of EOT resonances, the range with the highest

Δλres/FWHM ratio, i.e., ax >480 nm and δ ∼40 nm, could give
an ideal nanohole platform with a rectangular lattice for label-
free biosensing applications.

Figure 4a also shows that for (ax, δ) pairs which are not
located between the two discontinuities, Δλres behaves as in
the case of the square lattice. However, as we observe in the
BBare Nanohole Array^ and BBulk Sensor^ sections, decreas-
ing δ from zero to large negative values can improve the qual-
ity of the resonance, i.e., transmission efficiency and the
linewidth. Figure 4b shows that this effect is the strongest
for ax ∼550 nm, where we observe an improvement in
Δλres/FWHM driven by narrowing FWHM.

In Fig. 5, we gave specific examples to the features men-
tioned above. For a square lattice (δ = 0 in Fig. 5a), the

Fig. 4 Shift in a the EOT resonance wavelength (Δλres) due to the 10-
nm-thick dielectric film and b theΔλres/FWHM ratio of the system after
the addition of the dielectric layer as functions of period ax and period
difference δ

Fig. 5 Transmission spectra (T) of the nanohole arrays before and after
the addition of a 10-nm-thick dielectric layer for period ax = 540 nm at a
δ = 0 nm, b δ = −100 nm, and c δ = 35 nm
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addition of the dielectric layer shifts EOT resonance by 18 nm,
while the linewidth of the transmission resonance is 58 nm.
This gives us a Δλres/FWHM ratio of 0.31. Using a large
negative δ value, i.e., −100 nm (Fig. 5b), nanohole array sup-
ports a narrower EOTsignal with a linewidth of 46 nm as well
as an improved sensitivity, i.e., a 21-nm spectral shift due to
the dielectric film. Hence, we have a much larger Δλres/
FWHM ratio with the rectangular lattice, e.g., 0.45, compared
to the square one.

This sensitivity could be further enhanced by utilizing a
rectangular lattice with δ values, where we observe reso-
nance splitting within the EOT signal. Figure 5c shows the
transmission spectra of the aperture system with
δ = 35 nm. Before the addition of the dielectric film, the
nanohole system supports two distinct spectral features
within the EOT signal due to the resonance splitting.
After the addition of the dielectric film, the spectral fea-
ture with strong transmission is significantly suppressed,
while the weaker one supports much larger light transmis-
sion. Here, as we monitor the resonance wavelength of the
corresponding spectral feature with the largest transmis-
sion, we obtain as large as 45-nm shift within the EOT
signal. For this configuration, even though we have a
relatively wider EOT linewidth, 58 nm, our sensitivity
compensates this problem, leading to a much larger
Δλres/FWHM ratio of 0.77.

Conclusion

We theoretically investigated EOT responses of nanohole ar-
rays with a rectangular lattice for label-free refractive index
sensing applications. Compared to square lattice geometries,
the asymmetry within the periodicity along the two axes, de-
termined with parameter δ, can significantly improve the spec-
tral quality of EOT signal, i.e., the transmission efficiency and
the linewidth. We show that by careful selection of δ values,
bulk sensing capability of such aperture systems can be sig-
nificantly improved. For large negative δ values, FOM and
transmission efficiency are stronger compared to the sensors
with the square lattice. We also modeled a nanohole system
covered with a thin dielectric layer, mimicking biomolecules
captured on the gold surface. We show that within a narrow
positive δ value range, the nanohole system supports larger
spectral shifts due to the resonance splitting within the EOT
signal. We believe that our work could provide an effective
way to select the most advantageous lattice configuration to
realize biodetection platforms providing the highest
sensitivities.
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